
Synopsis

Maria is devastated.  Her favorite brother, the Emperor Carlos V has just died.  Several months
later her older sister, Eleonor of Austria, has also died.  Submerged in pain and grief, she de-
cides to turn over to her sister Catalina (the only sibling still alive) her personal letters that
are filled with details of her life.

This is the beginning of a novel filled with pain, suffering and passion, characteristics that
mark the historical-romantic novels of author Yolanda Scheuber, one of the most prestigious
authors of this genre in the Spanish-speaking world.

With an intimate writing style, the author allows the reader to hear Maria of Austria tell her
life, including the day of her birth in Brussels, her infancy in Mechelen and Austria, her trip
to Hungary, her days as queen, the Ottoman invasion of her lands, the death of her husband
in the battle of Mohacs, exile in Bratislava, and her move to Flanders where she governed for
25 years and participated in meetings to forge peace with France and fought for religious
unity in Flanders.
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Biography

Yolanda Scheuber was born on March 29, 1953 in Villa Maza, Buenos
Aires Province in Argentina. She studied at the Universidad del Salva-
dor de Buenos Aires and graduated in 1975 with a degree in political
science.  Starting in 1976 she began working as an official writer for
the Government of the Province of La Pampa.  Later in 1982 she
moved to the Government of Province of Salta, where she currently
works.With a passion for history and literature, she is the author of
the novels Joanna the Queen, Olga’s Long Journey, Eleonor of Austria,
and Isabella of Austria, all edited by Nowtilus Publishing.

Sales pitch

AUTHOR: Yolanda Scheuber is one the most prestigious authors writing novels of the histo-
ric-romantic genre.

UNIQUENESS: This is the first book written on this queen in Spanish.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW: The novel is written borrowing historical details and information
from various authors (French and English).

READER FRIENDLY: An enjoyable and easy to read story.

In Cigales in 1558, the Emperor Carlos V has just died.  Maria of Aus-
tria begins to rule the Low Countries. Educated in the luxurious court
of Mechelen, she left for Austria at the age of 12 to prepare for future
rule.  Her future appears to be bright, but no one could imagine the
tragic destiny that awaited her


